“Growing terrorism, permissive societies, democracy
collapsing through lack of law and order. If things continue
on their present track, the disintegration of Western
societies will occur much sooner than you think under the
hammer blows of fascism and communism. Freedom is not
something that does not have a breaking point, and your
enemies would like you to reach that point.”
~ Muhammad Reza Pahlavi ~

Canada
Our Freedoms Are Under Assault by Social Justice
Mobs
It is difficult for any group or individual to find a platform if they dissent
from the increasingly narrow range of acceptable speech. Who gets to
speak and what they say is being decided by modern-day Brownshirts,
some of whom have already demonstrated that they have lost their grip on
basic human decency by beating journalists and shouting down little old
ladies with walkers.
Future historians may decry our times as the turning point when Lady
Liberty laid down her torch and gave up the fight; or, they may proclaim it
as the time when our free and democratic order was defended by ordinary
people standing up to the mobs and declaring, “Enough!”
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/breaking-free-speech-event-finds-newvenue-after-sfu-cancels-at-last-minute/

Toronto’s Meghan Murphy Meltdown: A Case Study
in Media-Driven Social Panic
And who is Meghan Murphy? According to CBC radio host Carol Off,
Murphy is someone whose extremism summons to mind comparisons with
“a Holocaust denier or a white supremacist.” Hundreds of angry
Torontonians gathered to protest that speech on Tuesday, telling at least
one Murphy supporter to “go kill yourself, go bleed out and die.” The next
day, Toronto’s governing council voted to review library policies, with a
view toward ensuring that such a shocking spectacle would never again
blacken the city’s reputation. For good measure, a pair of drag queens
named Fay and Fluffy announced they would no longer come to the library
to read books to children.
https://quillette.com/2019/10/31/torontos-meghan-murphy-meltdown-acase-study-in-media-driven-social-panic/

Free speech event finds new venue after SFU
cancels at last minute
The original venue was cancelled as a result of threats of violence from a
group called the Coalition Against Trans Antagonism (CATA) whose
members were advocating for direct action and property damage.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/breaking-free-speech-event-finds-newvenue-after-sfu-cancels-at-last-minute/

Transgender: Dear God: Whatever happened to
science?
I was under the impression that the Scopes Monkey Trial had settled the
difference between science and belief. There were those who stated
unequivocally that God created the earth in six days, and all creatures
upon it, including man and woman. Separate and distinct from the animal
kingdom. Science said otherwise and science won the day: we are
descended from the ape family. We are returning to a world where feelings
and belief are superseding science, and that is a dangerous world. It is a
world with no absolute right or wrong. A dearth of facts.
https://dianebederman.com/transgender-dear-god-whatever-happened-toscience/

Students suspended from Canadian high school for
refusing to wear rainbow poppy
Cyara Bird of the Little Black River First Nation describes how her 17-yearold cousin was suspended today... want to know why? Her choir teacher
was demanding that the choir wear rainbow poppies during their
performance in the Remembrance Day ceremony. She and another student
rejected that idea, and both were suspended for “hate speech.” Bird also
posted a message from her cousin’s father which read that the young
woman had attempted to record the school administrators admonishing her
using her cellphone, but that they noticed and confiscated her phone in
response.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/students-suspended-from-canadianhigh-school-for-refusing-to-wear-rainbow-poppy/

PROTECT OUR POPPIES: Grade 11 student kicked
out of school after defending the red and black
poppy!
Natalie Salisbury was kicked out of school after defending the traditional
red and black poppy. Her crime? The Grade 11 student refused to don an
LGBT-inspired rainbow poppy so she printed off posters to defend her
decision and explain why the traditional red and black poppy means so
much to so many Canadians.
https://www.rebelnews.com/protect-our-poppies-petition

A Former Hungarian Refugee Asks: Have Canadians
Lost the Will to Fight for Their Freedoms?
The Canadian people have never had to live under Communism, Nazism,
Sharia law or any other dictatorship and consequently do not see this
danger as an imminent and potential reality. They have taken their
freedom for granted. Is it realistic to expect the people of Western nations
to fight for freedom and their sovereignty when they have totally forgotten
or are unaware of the importance of fighting and keeping their culture,
values, borders and religion?
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/11/former-hungarian-refugee-askshave-canadians-lost-will-fight-for-their-freedoms.html

Trudeau Government Election Law Crushes Free
Speech, Mimics Legislation in Authoritarian States
How bad and dangerous is the Trudeau government’s election law –
Section 91 of the Elections Act? Even CBC is ripping into it. We must
demand that this law be repealed, and spread the word about how
dangerous and authoritarian it is. The Trudeau government is moving in a
more and more authoritarian direction, and we can’t just hope that will
stop in its own.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/11/03/trudeau-governmentelection-law-crushes-free-speech-mimics-legislation-in-authoritarian-states/

Tweets Have Consequences
“To those fleeing persecution, terror and war, Canadians will welcome you,
regardless of your faith. Diversity is our strength #WelcomeToCanada.”
These are the words of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, from his nowfamous tweet on January 28, 2017. According to the federal immigration
department, asylum seekers receive up to $20,000 per migrant, per year in
taxpayer-funded services. Entitlements include access to government
housing, social assistance payments, public education, and government
health care. Under the Interim Federal Heath Program (IFHP), asylum
seekers are provided health care coverage through the federal government
while they are waiting for their immigration status to be determined. It
provides the same care as a person on social assistance in Canada,
including additional services that most Canadians pay for out of pocket –
such as dental care and pharmaceutical coverage.
https://c2cjournal.ca/2018/05/the-virtue-signal-heard-round-the-world

Abdulahi Sharif found guilty of all charges,
including 5 of attempted murder in Edmonton
attacks
Abdulahi Hasan Sharif was charged with 11 offences, including five of
attempted murder, four counts of criminal flight from police causing
bodily harm, one count of aggravated assault and one count of
dangerous driving. He has been found guilty of all charges laid
against him in the 2017 Edmonton attacks that saw a police officer
stabbed and four pedestrians run down by a U-Haul van.
https://globalnews.ca/news/6082270/edmonton-u-haul-attacks-abdulahisharif-guilty/

Alberta needs a new deal, fast, or separation is
inevitable
Alberta is Canada’s breadwinner, but is treated like a stepchild. Alberta
must adopt Quebec’s playbook and become a “nation” within a nation or

threaten to leave. The ballot box does not work and Alberta is Canada’s
breadwinner, but is treated like a stepchild. Step one is for Alberta to
demand the immediate construction of the TMX pipeline and the scrapping
of Bills C-48 and C-69. No delays.
https://business.financialpost.com/diane-francis/diane-francis-albertaneeds-a-new-deal-fast-or-separation-is-inevitable

As Foreign Threats Rise & Our Unity Crumbles,
Canada Must Abandon Our Pathological ‘Niceness’
At a certain point, an obsession with ‘niceness’ ends up becoming almost
pathological, and we’re seeing the consequences of that right now.
• We’re too ‘nice’ to confront Communist China.
• We’re too ‘nice’ to fight back against the foreign money that is trying
to destroy our energy industry.
• We’re too ‘nice’ to strengthen our armed forces and defend ourselves
in a dangerous world.
• And we’re too ‘nice’ to confront the rising threat of gang violence,
lawlessness, and the immense flow of deadly opioids into our
country.
http://www.nationalcitizens.ca/fernando_nice_countries_finish_last

Canadian Foreign Aid in Syria Stolen By Al Qaeda
Aligned Terrorists
This is yet another reason that foreign aid is indefensible. We shouldn’t be
forcing taxpayers to give their hard-earned money to foreign countries,
especially considering how many Canadians are suffering here at home.
And as we see, foreign aid has unintended consequences, and can make
things even worse.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/11/07/canadian-foreign-aid-insyria-stolen-by-al-qaeda-aligned-terrorists/

Stats Canada Celebrates the Great Replacement of
White Canadians

The Great Replacement is real. It is the most radical and permanent
alteration in the history of Western Civilization. It the greatest crime
against humanity orchestrated by globalist elites who hate whites and want
to see them marginalized and demonized without a cultural identity,
without homelands, and without dignity.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/11/stats-canada-celebrates-greatreplacement-whites.html

The Liberal Government Media Agenda to Create a
One-Party Nation in Canada
Informed Canadians are today witnessing a post-federal election media
assault upon all-things-conservative. It appears Trudeau side-kick Gerald
Butts is now calling for a full-on, comprehensive attack on Canadian
Conservatism. Attack Conservative leader Andrew Scheer. Next
up, destroy the Wexit movement. What else? Attack Alberta. Justin
Trudeau, Gerald Butts and the Liberals are working toward setting up
Canada as a “one-party state.”
https://capforcanada.com/the-liberal-government-media-agenda-to-createa-one-party-nation-in-canada/

McGill University’s student newspaper publishes
anti-Israel editorial
The newspaper at McGill University in Montreal, The McGill Daily—one of
Canada’s largest student papers—published an editorial this week falsely
describing Zionism as a “colonial movement,” a “racist attitude” and “a
violent practice,” and advised students who wanted to learn more about
Zionism to refer to a leading BDS website for more information.
https://www.jns.org/canadian-university-student-newspaper-publishesanti-israel-editorial/

C3RF Update - November 2019
As the energy juggernaut, Encana, leaves behind Canada and its shared
legacy of close to 150 years, one might wonder if we are witnessing the

end of one era and the dawn of another. In the older era, Encana operated
as a rational company in a rational world. In the new one, it was being
forced to navigate an economic landscape straight-jacketed by virtuous
thinking and demands of unquestioned obedience to politically correct
narratives. Problem is, the ability to debate and push back against such
fanciful notions is nearly lost as "free speech" is being consumed by the
same process. Is it any wonder that, in moving south, Encana has chosen
to change its name and shed any affiliation with a Canada that is disowning
its own proud heritage?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/11/07/C3RF-MemberUpdate---08-Nov-2019

Islamophobia
EU uses UK taxpayer money to fund report
branding Boris Johnson as key figure in
“Islamophobia Network”
Why are Sharia and Islam beyond criticism? What if Boris Johnson had
poked fun at Christian practices? Would he be the subject of a taxpayerfunded report demonizing him then? Is there no one in shattered,
staggering, dhimmi Britain who will speak out against and work to end this
society-wide suicidal madness? Brussels gave £109,000 for the study to a
think-tank in Turkey, even though the country is outside the EU. The
review placed Mr Johnson alongside far-Right leader Tommy Robinson as
‘central figures in Britain’s Islamophobia network’.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/eu-uses-uk-taxpayer-money-to-fundreport-branding-boris-johnson-as-key-figure-in-islamophobia-network

Free Speech
First Amendment ‘Should not Protect Hateful
Speech’

Condoning anti-speech legislation is no different than promoting blasphemy
legislation. Americans and all people of good will must fight against speech
suppression of any kind. Appeasement does not work, Mr. Strengel. Speech
suppression most certainly does not work. This author imagines that
Strengel would have similarly condemned Winston Churchhill’s pre-war
rhetoric, clutching his pearls that his words would inflame the “moderate”
Nazis.
https://rairfoundation.com/washington-post-first-amendment-should-notprotect-hateful-speech/

The Court of Justice of the European Union Limits
Free Speech
This judgment has major implications for online freedom of expression
around the world. "Compelling social media platforms like Facebook to
automatically remove posts regardless of their context will infringe our
right to free speech and restrict the information we see online... "The
ruling also means that a court in one EU member state will be able to order
the removal of social media posts in other countries, even if they are not
considered unlawful there. This would set a dangerous precedent where
the courts of one country can control what internet users in another
country can see. This could be open to abuse, particularly by regimes with
weak human rights records."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15139/european-court-free-speech

Environment
Thank Socialism for California Fires; and for
Burying the Potential Hazard of Solar Panels
A June 5 fire at a California solar farm that scorched 1,127 acres started
when a bird flew into a pair of wires, creating an electric circuit and a
shower of sparks, a California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
official said. It didn’t end well for the power plant — or the bird.
https://rairfoundation.com/thank-socialism-for-california-fires-and-forburying-the-potential-hazard-of-solar-panels/

Climategate: Ten years later
On the morning of 17 November 2009, a Pandora’s box of embarrassing
CRU information exploded onto the world scene. A computer hacker
penetrated the university’s computer system and took 61 Megs of material
that showed the CRU had been manipulating scientific information to make
global warming appear to be the fault of mankind and industrial CO2.
Among many other scandals, the shocking leaked emails showed thenCRU-director Prof. Phil Jones boasting of using statistical “tricks” to remove
evidence of observed declines in global temperatures.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/climategate-ten-years-later

Climate Science’s Myth Buster
This brings us to why Judith Curry left the world of the academy and
government-funded research. “Climatology has become a political party
with totalitarian tendencies,” she charges. “If you don’t support the UN
consensus on human-caused global warming, if you express the slightest
skepticism, you are a ‘climate-change denier,’ a stooge of Donald Trump, a
quasi-fascist who must be banned from the scientific community.” These
days, the climatology mainstream accepts only data that reinforce its
hypothesis that humanity is behind global warming. Those daring to take
an interest in possible natural causes of climactic variation—such as solar
shifts or the earth’s oscillations—aren’t well regarded in the scientific
community, to put it mildly.
https://www.city-journal.org/global-warming

Red-Green Axis
Founder of Antifa Australia Confesses: Soros
Wanted Antifa More Dangerous Than ISIS
The founder of domestic terrorist organization Antifa has admitted that
George Soros helped turn them into terrorists “more dangerous than ISIS.”
Shayne Hunter, the founder of Antifa Australia, says he quit the radical farleft group after 4 years after he realised that “Soros was using us to start a
civil war in every country in the world”. The radical left of Antifa presents

itself as being about compassion and empathy; it’s a Trojan horse. All
conversations are about entitlement and rights, not responsibility. When
these people talk about freedom, they really mean freedom from
responsibility.
https://newspunch.com/antifa-founder-soros-isis

Twitter, Google,
Facebook
Twitter bows to threats from Congress and finally
bans Hamas & Hezb’allah
Twitter sanctimoniously announced this week that it suspended the
accounts of Hamas and Hezb’allah. “There is no place on Twitter for illegal
terrorist organizations and violent extremist groups,” said Twitter’s
spokesperson. Really? Then why did it take until November 2019 for
Twitter to notice Hamas and Hezbollah are illegal and violent? Why did it
take threats from four Congressmen to force Twitter to ban two of the
most infamous terrorist organizations on the planet?
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/11/twitter_bows_to_threats_f
rom_congress_and_finally_bans_hamas__hezballah.html

Around the World
Bangladesh
A Burned Girl’s Ghost Brings Down Her Islamic
Killers
The horror of the crime, Nusrat’s determination to live and to denounce her
killers, were vital. As she lay burned badly, the teenage girl told a familiar
story, but one that very few murdered girls live to tell. The Islamic leaders
she had trusted had betrayed her, they had assaulted her, covered up their

crimes, and then tried to kill her, but burned and dying slowly, she had
brought
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/a-burned-girls-ghost-brings-downher-islamic-killers

China
Do Not Support China's Huawei, Cripple It Instead
China, with control of 5G, will be in a position to remotely manipulate the
world's devices. In peacetime, Beijing could have the ability to drive cars
off cliffs, unlock front doors, and turn off pacemakers. In war, Beijing could
paralyze critical infrastructure. There is no mystery to how Beijing thinks it
will grab control of the store. The Chinese will use Huawei Technologies.
Huawei, built on stolen U.S. technology, is the world's leading telecomequipment manufacturer and is fast becoming the world's 5G provider.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15138/china-cripple-huawei

France
The War on Christians Intensifies in France: 100
Graves Smashed at Another Cemetery
Anti-Christian desecration has been on the rise in France, although state
officials have been reluctant to acknowledge the religious nature of the
attacks due to fears of being labeled, “far right,” “racist,” “Islamophobic”,
fined or arrested by the French government. France has welcomed a
massive Islamic migration population into its country who believe according
to the Qur’an 98:6 that Christians are among “the most vile of created
beings”.
https://rairfoundation.com/the-war-on-christians-intensifies-in-france100-graves-smashed-at-another-cemetery-watch/

Iran

Iran, Hezbollah Use Mexican Drug Cartels to
Infiltrate US
Canada has also become their target after Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau lifted the visa requirement for Mexican citizens. In southern
Chiapas in Mexico, there are Muslim communities. These communities are
made up of Syrians and Lebanese who migrated to Mexico decades ago as
well as recent Mexican converts to Islam. In addition, Islam is gaining a
foothold and in southern Mexico, with indigenous Mayans converting by
the hundreds. These communities are funded in the Diaspora and all
contain sleeper cells. With the help of Mexican drug cartels, they finance
and traffic extremists to the United States.
https://clarionproject.org/iran-hezbollah-use-mexican-drug-cartels-toinflitrate-us

Middle East: The Anti-Iran Revolution is Well
Underway
Iran's attempts to expand its malign influence throughout the Middle East
have suffered a severe setback as a result of the unprecedented antigovernment protests that have erupted in Lebanon and Iraq in recent
weeks. The most obvious source of discontent in these two key Arab states
has been the endemic corruption that has taken hold in both Beirut and
Baghdad; in both countries, it has been the prime motivation in persuading
tens of thousands of demonstrators to take to the streets.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15140/middle-east-anti-iran

Mali
IS claims responsibility for deadly Mali attacks on 50
soldiers
The Islamic State on Saturday claimed responsibility for a devastating raid
that killed 49 Malian troops as well as a blast that led to the death of a
French soldier who became the latest casualty in the conflict-torn region.
The attacks came a month after two jihadist assaults killed 40 soldiers near
the border with Burkina Faso. Several sources have said the real death toll

was higher. The strikes underscored the fragility of an area straddling
several West African countries battling increasing jihadist violence that has
claimed hundreds of lives.
https://www.afp.com/en/news/3954/claims-responsibility-deadly-maliattacks-50-soldiers-doc-1lx9nu7

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Slavery an Islamically-sanctioned barbarity
continues.
The Saudis are not alone in such mistreatment of their domestic workers.
The Kuwaitis and the Emiratis have been difficult masters, too, but the
conditions of domestic workers appear to be especially harsh in Saudi
Arabia. The mentality that lies behind this mistreatment rests on two
things. First, there is the deep belief that slavery is legitimate, given that
Muhammad himself owned slaves, and does not become illegitimate in
Islamic societies just because Western pressure has led to its formal
prohibition. The slave-owner mentality remains.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/11/slavery-persists-saudiarabia-hugh-fitzgerald/

Switzerland
Muslim migrant slits his son’s throat for being gay
“He slits his son’s throat because he is gay,” translated from “Il tranche la
gorge de son fils parce qu’il est gay”. When Seran M’s (alias) father learned
that his son was gay, he went crazy and attacked him with a knife. Six
months after waking from his artificial coma, the 17-year-old testifies. Gay
rights advocates still hold up signs reading “Queers Against Islamophobia,”
and steadfastly refuse to say a word about Islam’s death penalty for
homosexuality. It has long been established that in the hierarchy of
politically correct causes, Islam trumps gay rights.

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/switzerland-muslim-migrant-slits-hissons-throat-for-being-gay

Turkey
Why Is Turkey Still In NATO?
Erdogan’s attempts to hold an American pastor hostage to exchange for
Fethulleh Gulen, his mass jailing of political opponents and journalists, his
threats to shut down two American bases at Incirlik and Malatya, his claim
that Israel is “the principal threat to peace in the Middle East,” his detailed
plans for a pan-Islamic force to destroy Israel, his constant invective
against Europe, as when he called the Germans “Nazis” for refusing to
allow his men to campaign for votes from Turks living in Germany, and
when Austria shut down some Turkish-funded mosques, he predicted a
coming war “between the crescent and the cross,” leaving no doubt as to
which side he would be on.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/why-is-turkey-still-in-nato

United Kingdom
UK: “Tell Mama” Doesn’t Like Lord Pearson
Could it be that Islam itself contributes to the stunting of mental growth?
In Islam, skeptical and critical thought is discouraged, lest it lead to a
questioning of Islam itself, which must not happen. Islam instead
encourages the habit of mental submission. This surely helps to explain the
poorer performance of Muslim students. They are used to rote learning –
memorizing Qur’anic verses – but not to critical thought. ]
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/uk-tell-mama-doesnt-like-lordpearson-part-2

United States
The Democrats and CAIR

From its inception, CAIR has sought to "portray itself as a moderate,
mainstream organization," but nothing could be farther from the
truth. Instead it "promotes a radical Islamic vision demonstrated by its cofounder Omar Ahmad" who has said Islam 'isn’t in America to be equal to
any other faith, but to become dominant. The Koran… should be the
highest authority in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on
Earth.'
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/11/the_democrats_and_ca
ir.html

Gulen Movement Paves Way for Islamic
Domination in America
There are many parts to the Islamic Counter-State inside the United States,
each with a role to play in overthrowing the U.S. government and
establishing an Islamic State under “Allah’s divine law”/sharia. One key
element of the enemy’s effort is the Gulen Movement here in the
homeland. Gulen’s primary role is to propagandize and "prepare" America
for the coming caliphate, which will be centered in Turkey.
https://www.understandingthethreat.com/gulen-movement-islamicdomination/

California Dems Show us the Future. Run for Your
Lives by Ann Coulter
And what a paradise they’ve created! For the last several years, with a
direct pipeline to the fifth-largest treasury on the planet, California has
been waging war on decent people in favor of drug addicts, the mentally
ill, criminals, the homeless and transgenders. These days, the only
California-originated idea to sweep the nation is: banning plastic straws.
The state is a calamity. Its optimism and vigor are gone. Instead of “The
Golden State,” California is now “The Human Excrement State.”
https://www.takimag.com/article/california-dems-show-us-the-future-runfor-your-lives/

Other Articles
Wanted: Justice & The Rule of Law
As long as the ruling class held the same values as the rest of the country,
all was good. It was not to be. In great numbers, the elites abandoned
God, prayer in schools, our traditional institutions, and all that made this
country great and moral. They sold us easy divorce, fatherless homes,
same-sex marriage, abortion on demand, Planned Parenthood—especially
in Black neighborhoods. And for the past few decades they have been
beckoning us to dive in, the water is fine. They led the way.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/wanted-justice-the-rule-of-law

If Socialism and Communism Are Great, Why 100
Million Victims and So Many Freedom Fighters?
The mainstream media outlets inform us, reading from the daily Democrat
Party briefings, that 7 in 10 Millennials are burning to vote Socialist even
though they are not sure what Socialism is and 1 in 3 Millennials think
Communism is great even though they’ve heard nothing about the millions
of victims of communism around the world, many buried in mass graves
which are still being discovered. Millennials in America will never
understand what socialism and communism are because their history
textbooks gloss over that part of history and glorify murderous individuals
like Che Guevara, Castro, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, Ceausescu.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/if-socialism-and-communism-aregreat-why-100-million-victims-and-so-many-fr

Envy is a symptom of Trump Derangement
Syndrome
Envy is a pure evil. Trump's opponents hate him not for his mistakes,
tweets, or manners, but for his achievements — achievements they
themselves could never produce. They are even highly envious of Trump's
wife, Melania, a most gracious and beautiful first lady, especially when
contrasted with the oafish Michelle Obama. The media are loath to report

anything good about Melania and take gratuitous shots at her at every
opportunity. Why? They want to damage Melania only because she's the
wife of Donald Trump. That is hate inspired by envy.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/11/envy_is_a_symptom_of_tr
ump_derangement_syndrome.html

Remembering the Genocide of the Roma
The details of the Holocaust against Jews are well documented, but the
Nazi treatment of the Roma is much less familiar. At the Nuremberg trials
treatment of the Roma was not specifically prosecuted. Nor are there
precise statistics about the number of Roma killed, estimates vary between
250,000 and 500,000, but proportionately they suffered greater losses than
any other group except Jews.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/11/remembering_the_gen
ocide_of_the_roma.html

YouTubes
The Death of Europe, with Douglas Murray
“Europe is committing suicide. By the end of the lifespans of most people
currently alive, Europe will not be Europe and the peoples of Europe will
have lost the only place in the world we had to call home.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQXHc-tJMXM&feature=youtu.be

Dissidents Targeted for Death in Europe
Kurt Westergaard, Lars Vilks and Lars Hedegaard are prisoners in their own
countries. They cannot live one more day in freedom. Three men
imprisoned in their own homes. Three men who have scarified their
freedom to give all of us what we take for granted - freedom on speech.
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/11/02/hege-storhaug-moment-dissidentstargeted-for-death-in-europe/

Liberal Professor Warns: Google Manipulating
Voters 'on a Massive Scale'
Dr. Robert Epstein told Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) on Tuesday that Google can
manipulate votes by using tools that they have at their disposal exclusively,
and that no one can counteract them. Epstein warned the senator of big
tech election meddling during his testimony before the Senate Judiciary
Committee Hearing on "Google and Censorship through Search Engines".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNvgl38TLvI&feature=share

Remembering
Vladimir Bukovsky 1942-2019
Farewell to a Titan.

Vladimir Bukovsky, one of the greatest dissidents in the history of the
Twentieth Century, has died in England at the age of 76. For those of us
who knew him, and were fortunate enough to work with him, his passing
marked a profoundly sad day.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/11/remembering-vladimirbukovsky-michael-ledeen

The Berlin Wall Falls
November 9, 1991
The Wall comes down - An anniversary that
matters
Good men and women did something. They actively defied further
capitulation to totalitarian control of their lives. They did their work
without social media, cell phones or the internet. These modern tools of
the information age were unnecessary to defeat the tyrannies that made
up the Soviet empire. Persistent courage, wisdom, and creativity were
sufficiently (if temporarily) lethal.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/11/the_wall_comes_down__a
n_anniversary_that_matters.html#ixzz64VQSYfUx
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